ourageous government insiders have been revealing the , ..
ing statute (18 U.S.C. $ 4); (b) judicial retaliation against a
former government agent for attempting to make the reports
corruption in the three branches of government that :! .'
of criminal and subversive activities; (c) issuing unlawful
insured the success of the September 11terrorist hijack- . .
and unconstitutional orders permanently terminating the
ers. This information must be understood-and acted upon by '. .
civil and constitutional rights of the former government agent
the public, to even start to correct the Trojan-horse corrupt
.
attempting to report the criminal activities; and (d) acting in a
activities that aided and abetted the terrorist acts of 9-11.
conspiracy with a CIA-front law firm to forever block the forLearn about this arrogance and corruption from former and
.
.
.,?. .:.,k
. .. ..
mer
agent from continuing with his public-spirited exposure
present government agents and discover the evidence needed
;...$
to bring about corrective actions. For example:
, .
activities.
:
Congressional cover-ups. A long pattern of cover-ups and
Federal Aviation Administration. This is where the ,
,'.!,.!
.
.. .... .. :
obstruction of justice by large numbers of House and Senate
primarv blame lia? for the success of 19 terrorist
personnel relating to the above criminal activities, and much
hijackers on September 11-and for 40 years of prior =' : . . ~ - . t : - .: ~. , ~ ; . -m-.
~;
,' . , ??&>..
more, that a group of former government agents sought to
fatal hijackings. Former federal air safety inspector
report. The present congressional "investigation" is another
Rodney Stich has addressed this corruption as an independent prosecutor, to a federal gand jury, in federal lawsuits. The corruption within the FAA includes, for
instance, threats againqt inspectors who report major
safety problems and safety violations; destruction of
Public's Role In the September 11 Tragedies.
ofticial reports relating to these matters; retaliating
against inspectors who report the problems; perjury
and fraud during independent prosecutor hearing;
refusal to act on major crash causing problenis, includAmericans had only exercised some semblance of patriotism,
.ing the decades of easily preventable hijackings.
FBI and other Justice Department Personnel.
tragedies, including September 11, prevented. It is not patriotic
Documented pattern of cover-ups and retaliation
to cover up for the arrogance and corruption in government that
against government agents. Examples include (a)
blocking reports of corruption in the FAA related to
ry is any indication, the tragedy-related corruption will contina series of airline disasters; (b) blocking investigation into the theft of
ue,
the
same public indifference and denial will continue, making possuitcase nuclear bombs being smuggled from Russian arsenals through
sible even
tragedies. What will it take to motivate the American
Lithuanian;(c) blocking discovery of the terrorist groups that had
public! Do nothing, and you become complicit in these crimes and
already received these nuclear devices; (d) blocking the identity of FBI
their consequences! If the consequences of the corruption and culture
and CIA agents providing information to Russian intelligence agenof denial isn't yet reco,@ed, look at the pictures of people juniping
cies; (e) halting the efforts of a multi-agency drug task force targeting
out of the World Trade Center buildings for a dose of reality!
the drug money source of Jersev City terrorists, which was then folFurther information and evidence, including revealing letters sent to
lowed by the same terrorists bombing the World Trade Center in 1993,
members of Congress, and court documents, can be found at
by plans to place bombs on 11 U.S. airliners departing Far East locawww.defraudingarnerica.com and www.unfriendlyskies.com.
tions, and plans to fly hijacked airliners into large buildings; (t) conduct enabling terrorists to acquire large nunibels of surface-to-air mis- Further details can be found in the books listed on this page. A heavy price
&; (g) and much more.
was paid by the contributors to these books, including loss of life, loss of lib*
Pattern of Judicial corruption. Large numbers of federal judges (a) erties and freedoms, and financial destruction. No other known book has
repeatedly blocked the l-eporting of criminal activities to federal courts been written using the input from several dozen government agents trying to
that government agents sought to report under the federal crime report- inform and wake up the public.
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For inrmeclinte shipment of these revealing books:
ell!. 1-800-247-7389 day or night; or
ORDER O%lINf from www.defraudingameriea.com and www.unfriendlyskies.eom;
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